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ABSTRACT

In recent years, due to their wide availability and ease
of programming, GPUs have emerged as the accelerator of
choice for a wide variety of applications including graph
analytics and machine learning training. These applications
use atomics to update shared global variables. However,
since GPUs do not efficiently support atomics, this limits
scalability. We propose to use hardware-software co-design
to address this bottleneck and improve scalability. At the
software level, we leverage recently proposed extensions
to the GPU memory consistency model to identify atomic
updates where the ordering can be relaxed. For example,
in these algorithms the updates are commutative. At the
hardware level, we propose a buffering mechanism that
extends the reconfigurable local SRAM per SM. By buffering
partial updates of these atomics locally, our design increases
reuse, reduces atomic serialization cost, and minimizes
overhead. Thus, our mechanism alleviates the impact of
global atomic updates and improves performance by 28%,
energy by 19%, and network traffic by 19% on average and
outperforms hLRC and PHI.

Keywords-GPGPU; Relaxed Atomics; Machine Learning;
Graph Analytics; Buffering

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, GPUs were used for streaming, data parallel
applications with limited data reuse and sharing, and coarse-
grained synchronization. Accordingly, GPUs utilize a simple,
software-driven coherence protocol [4], [40], [57], [75],
[80], [84], [93], [95] and push complexity into the memory
consistency model [31], [42], [65], [94], [103]. As a result,
infrequent synchronization, which is often implemented using
atomics, is expensive and must be performed at a shared
ordering point. The memory accesses’ scope impacts the
ordering point: threads in the same thread block (TB) share
a local scope and can synchronize locally (e.g., at the L1
cache) [31], [42], [43], [60]. However threads in different
TBs must use device-scoped atomics that are performed at
the shared last level cache (LLC, usually the L2). Thus
global, inter-TB synchronization is expensive, but reasonable
for throughput-oriented graphics and general-purpose GPU
(GPGPU) applications [8], [12], [13], [20], [35], [97], which
use coarse-grained synchronization.

Figure 1. Percent of device-scope commutative atomics for histograms
(blue), graph analytics (green), and ML training (gray) on a Titan V GPU.

However, as GPUs become increasingly general-purpose,
they are also used for applications that require efficient
support for more access patterns. For example, modern GPUs
are widely used for graph analytics and machine learning
(ML) training, both of which utilize device-scope atomics
to update shared global variables. Although many memory
accesses in ML training are regular data loads and stores,
ML training algorithms that use techniques such as stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) also use atomics to update the shared
weights [110]. Similarly, graph analytics algorithms have
irregular, input dependent parallelism [45], [64], [90], [102]
that often use atomics to perform edge-propagated updates
(discussed further in Section II-B).

Recent work has shown that these atomic updates are a
large source of inefficiency in ML training [59] and graph
analytics [1], [102]. To validate these claims, we profiled
histograms, graph analytics, and ML training applications
(described further in Section IV). Figure 1 shows that device-
scoped atomics make up a significant fraction (29%) of their
global memory accesses. However, in these programs all of
these atomics do not imply ordering on surrounding accesses
because thy are commutatively updating shared variables.
Thus, they can safely use lower overhead relaxed atomics
(discussed further in Section II-A). Nevertheless, relaxed
atomics are still expensive. Moreover, although applications
like BC have fewer atomics, these accesses are often a
bottleneck because they are serialized [26] – multiple threads
from the same TB concurrently, atomically update the same
address, which serializes the accesses (discussed further in
Section III-A).
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Given the importance of ML, prior work designed ML
architectures and libraries, especially for ML inference [3],
[15], [21], [29], [37], [38], [44], [46], [77], [82], [91], [92],
[106]. However, these solutions primarily focus on inference
whereas we focus on training. Although more customized
solutions also exist for graph analytics [36], [105] and ML
training, GPUs are still widely used due to their availability
and ease of programming. Thus, subsequent work further
optimized ML training on GPUs by reducing the width and/or
number of memory accesses [44], [101], [113], utilizing
compression [86], or rewriting code to frequently perform
memory accesses in the register file or shared memory [24],
[27], [51], [71], [111] (discussed further in Section VII).
However, Figure 1 shows that many of the remaining
memory requests are atomics that update shared locations.
Accordingly, these atomics are a significant overhead.

To overcome this inefficiency we propose a hardware-
software co-design approach that reduces atomic latency,
data movement, and energy. At the software level, we exploit
algorithmic properties; recent work identified that graph
analytics algorithms often use commutative relaxed atomics
– i.e., although the accesses must be performed atomically
to ensure correctness, the order of the atomics does not
matter since the program does not view the updated values
until all updates have completed [2], [10], [94], [107]. We
find that this property also holds for ML training weight
updates: the updated weights are not used until subsequent
layers. Moreover, other, non-commutative relaxed atomics
with similar properties can benefit from our approach.

At the hardware level, we exploit the commutativity of
these atomic updates to buffer partial device-scope atomic
updates locally at each SM in a small local atomic buffer
(LAB), before sending coalesced updates to the shared L2
later. We propose to extend the partitioning of the unified
local memory [32] to include the LAB. This enables LAB to
coalesce commutative atomic updates across all TBs on an
SM, and improves performance, energy, and network traffic
by reducing both the latency for atomic accesses and the
number of commutative atomic accesses sent to the L2.

Prior work also exploits commutativity to improve perfor-
mance and reduce energy [28]. In particular, DeNovo and
hLRC cache device-scoped atomics in GPU L1 caches [4],
[93], [94]. However, they require significant coherence
protocol or consistency model changes. Similarly, in multi-
core CPUs AIM, CCache, Coup, and PHI exploit commu-
tativity by adding an additional coherence state or in-cache
buffers [2], [9], [68], [107]. Although these approaches
exploit similar insights, since GPUs use lightweight, software-
driven coherence protocols [57], [93], [95] and have high
L1 cache contention, our results show these solutions are
not ideal fits for GPUs. Instead, LAB shows that using the
existing reconfigurable SRAM to separately buffer atomics
improves performance and energy efficiency relative to PHI
and hLRC (Section V), requires minor software changes

(annotating commutative atomic accesses), and does not
require coherence protocol or consistency model changes.
Thus, LAB provides similar or better benefits than hLRC and
PHI, without their downsides. We further discuss how LAB
compares to these and other related works in Section VII.

Overall, across 15 graph analytics and ML training
workloads, a small, reconfigurable, per SM LAB improves
performance by 28%, reduces energy by 19%, and reduces
on-chip traffic by 19% on average, respectively. Moreover,
LAB improves on state-of-the-art solutions like hLRC and
PHI. Additionally, our results show that reconfiguring 8 KB
or less of the SM’s local SRAM into a LAB is often sufficient.
Finally, LAB does not affect applications that do not use
commutative atomics, unlike other state-of-the-art solutions.

II. BACKGROUND

A. GPU Coherence and Consistency

Since GPUs traditionally run massively data-parallel,
streaming applications with coarse-grained synchronization
and little to no data reuse, they use a simple, software-
driven Valid-Invalid (VI)-style coherence protocol [57],
[84], [93], [94], without ownership requests, downgrade
requests, writer-initiated invalidations, state bits, snoopy
buses or directories [95]. Thus, since synchronization is
infrequent, GPU coherence protocols invalidate the cache on
acquires (the start of the kernel or an acquire synchronization
operation) so that subsequent reads do not read stale values.
Typically, GPU L1 caches either use a write through or
write no-allocate approach for global memory writes [50],
[95]. To improve performance, these writes may be buffered
and coalesced until the next store release [40]. When a
store release occurs (the end of the kernel or a release
synchronization operation), all prior stores must complete and
the data is written to the next level of the memory hierarchy,
which is usually shared between SMs.

Thus, fine-grained synchronization that uses load ac-
quires or store releases provides ordering between data and
atomic requests from TBs on multiple SMs. For example,
sequentially consistent (SC) atomics orders both data and
atomic accesses. However, since GPU coherence protocols
do not obtain ownership for written data or atomics, GPUs
perform all global atomics at the first shared level of the
memory hierarchy (usually the L2). When fine-grained
synchronization is required, it is usually implemented with
atomics, which may incur expensive load acquire and store
release overheads to ensure a consistent view of memory
for variables being accessed by multiple TBs. However,
sometimes relaxed atomics can be used. Relaxed atomics act
neither as an acquire nor a release, and since they imply no
ordering on other memory accesses, they can be reordered
with other data and atomic accesses. As a result, relaxed
atomics are cheaper. However, since L2 accesses in modern
GPUs take over 100 cycles (Section IV), even relaxed, device-
scope atomics are expensive. In contrast, CPUs often obtain



1 i f ( t i d <= (N − 1) ) {
2 l o c = a r r [ t i d ] ;
3 / / atomicAdd(& h i s t [ l o c ] , 1 , mem order comm ) ;
4 atomicAdd(& h i s t [ l o c ] , 1 ) ; } / / commuta t ive

Listing 1. Pseudo-code of GPU histogram kernel [67].

1 end = ( ( t i d +1) < numNodes ? row [ t i d +1] : numEdges ) ;
2 f o r ( edge = row [ t i d ] ; edge < end ; ++ edge ) {
3 nodeID = c o l [ edge ] ;
4 i n c = pR1 [ t i d ] / ( f l o a t ) ( end− s t a r t ) ;
5 / / atomicAdd(&pR2 [ nodeID ] , inc , mem order comm ) ;
6 atomicAdd(&pR2 [ nodeID ] , i n c ) ; } / / commuta t ive

Listing 2. Pseudo-code from key PageRank kernel [14].

ownership for written data and atomics (e.g., in MOESI-
style coherence), which makes synchronization points cheap;
however, these protocols are a poor fit for GPUs [40], [95].

Instead GPU consistency models utilize scopes to reduce
synchronization overhead, as part of sequentially consistent
for heterogeneous-race-free (SC-for-HRF) based consistency
models [31], [42], [43], [60], [65]. Programs which properly
identify both memory accesses as data or synchronization
and each synchronization accesses’ scope are guaranteed to
be SC-for-HRF. Although SC-for-HRF has multiple scopes,
we focus on the two most widely used variants: local and
device. Locally scoped atomics are only guaranteed to be
visible to other threads in the same TB, while device-scoped
atomics are visible to all threads across the GPU. Thus,
locally scoped synchronization is significantly cheaper since
it does not invalidate all valid L1 data on acquires nor writes
through dirty data on releases.

B. Applications

We first examine a histogram microbenchmark, then extend
the ideas to the larger benchmarks.
Histograms: Histograms are widely used in image processing
to find the frequency of pixel values [67], [78]. However,
since different threads may encounter the same pixel value,
either device-scope atomics must be used, or each thread
must store its per-pixel value counts separately, then sum up
the per-thread counts in a separate kernel. We focus on the
former, as it requires less memory and fewer kernels. Listing 1
shows a code snippet of a histogram performing device-
scoped atomics. Its atomic increments are commutative –
the final result will be the same regardless of the order
the atomics execute. Furthermore, since the intermediate
histogram results are not read, they do not affect the
program’s control flow. Thus it is safe to use relaxed atomics
(i.e., memory_order_relaxed [10]) while still ensuring
the final results are SC [94]. However, more optimized GPU
software implementations are possible. In particular, per-
TB sub-histograms that perform atomics locally in shared
memory, before sending per-TB partial updates with a single
device-scoped atomic per histogram bin, can significantly
reduce overhead [78] if the array fits in shared memory.
Graph Analytics: Graph analytics algorithms perform edge-
propagated updates, where a source vertex can either pull
changes from its neighbor vertices or push changes to its

neighbors [14], [53]. We focus on the push variants since the
pull variants, similar to Histogram, tradeoff additional kernels
and memory for avoiding atomics. Additionally, recent work
has shown neither push nor pull algorithms are always best
on GPUs [88], [96]. Nasre et al. also reduced atomics in
irregular programs by using global barriers or other software-
based approaches such as idempotence [69]. However, global
barriers limit the number of TBs (most of our applications use
too many TBs to use this approach), and their other software-
based approaches cannot be applied to our applications.
Others use vertex duplication and out-of-core execution [58]
to optimize pull-based graphs that cannot fit in memory [66].
However, we focus on push-based graphs that fit in memory.

We examine seven graph analytics algorithms: Between-
ness Centrality (BC), Connected Components Analysis
(CCA), Cuda Cuts (CC), Graph Coloring (CLR), Maximal
Independent Set (MIS), PageRank (PR), and Single-Source
Shortest Path (SSSP) [11], [14], [88], [100]. Since multiple
vertices may be connected to each other, device-scoped
atomics must be used for updates to avoid data races (e.g., PR
in Listing 2). Like Histogram, the atomics are commutative:
their order does not affect the final result and the intermediate
results do not affect control flow. However, unlike Histogram,
it is difficult to apply software optimizations because each
TB accesses input dependent locations. Thus, to use shared
memory, a TB must allocate enough shared memory space for
all of the graph’s vertices (discussed further in Section VI).
ML Training: To study the impact of atomics on ML training
algorithms, we examined several popular Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs), as discussed in Section IV. In
deep neural network (DNN) training, ML algorithms improve
accuracy by propagating the loss function gradient backwards
through the network and updating the weights, also known
as backpropagation [87]. In GPUs, weight gradients and
input gradients are calculated across multiple SMs. Thus,
device-scope atomics are needed to add these partial updates
together and ensure subsequent layers see the updated weights.
Calculating these gradient updates is a significant part of the
total training execution time [59]. However, these updates
are commutative and are only used in subsequent kernels.

Like Histogram, software optimizations could perform
many of these atomics locally before sending a few device-
scoped atomic updates. However, since weight matrices
are large for modern DNNs, storing the weights in shared
memory may hurt performance by limiting SM utilization
(Section VI). Thus, cuDNN and other libraries often use
device-scoped atomics for weight updates instead.

III. PROPOSED DESIGN

A. LAB Hardware Support

Figure 2a shows our proposed addition of the LAB to
the GPU memory hierarchy. Physically, the LAB is similar
to the L1 data cache; as shown in Figure 2b we exploit
the reconfigurability of the unified local memory [32] to
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Figure 2. Proposed design (a) including LAB (in green) and (b) local
SRAM.

partition it into L1 data cache, shared memory, and LAB.
This requires an additional 2:1 mux for the tag array to avoid
duplication and determine if a tag belongs to the cache or
LAB; the data array already has a 4:1 mux which previously
had one unused input [32].1 Like some GPU L1 caches, the
LAB has 128 byte lines, broken into four 32-byte sectors.
Since LAB is intended to be small, we make it associative.2

LAB also utilizes a portion of the local SRAM’s data and
tag arrays (via the muxes in Figure 2b). The data array holds
partial values for a given address, while the metadata holds
address, replacement, and atomic function information. Next,
we discuss LAB’s operation:
Steady-State Behavior: Since atomics entering the LAB are
all commutatively updating shared global variables, we use
an allocate on fill write miss policy.
Evictions: When the LAB is full, we use an LRU replacement
policy to determine which entry to evict. However, evictions
can be done off the critical path, since the commutative
atomics do not imply any ordering on other memory accesses.
Accordingly, as soon as the message is sent to the L2, we
reuse the entry. When the evicted atomic request reaches the
L2, it updates the appropriate addresses’ value.3

Coalescing: Like L1 cache and shared memory accesses, the
GPU coalescer coalesces accesses before sending them to
the LAB. Thus, threads within the same warp are coalesced
and LAB can use the same number of read and write ports
as the L1 cache.
Handling Uncoalesced Accesses: Some programs have
divergent, uncoalesced memory accesses where every thread
may access a unique cache line. Although we only observed
up to 38% divergence (12 unique cache lines/warp), LAB still
supports these accesses. On an uncoalesced access, the GPU

1It is also possible to implement LAB inside the L1 cache using techniques
such as way partitioning [18]. However, way partitioning also requires
additional muxes and may increase conflict misses. Thus, we focus on
partitioning the SRAM, which also decouples data and atomic accesses.

2We examined various LAB associativities including 8-way and fully
associative; the performance difference was small. Thus, similar to modern
GPU L1 caches, we assume a 8-way associative LAB to meet timing
(although Figure 2b does not show associativity for simplicity).

3Like prior work [4], [57], [93], we assume the GPU has an ALU co-
located with the L1 cache. If this is not the case, then Figure 2 and the
overall area (Section V-G) would need to include this.

(and LAB) treats each requested line as a unique request.
Consequently, LAB handles them as they arrive. If the number
of requests exceed the LAB’s size, then requests evict entries
from the same uncoalesced access.
Behavior at Ordering Points: Although atomics using the
LAB are relaxed and thus do not imply ordering on other
memory requests, at ordering points we flush all LAB entries
to the L2. Thus, at all kernel boundaries or at software
enforced ordering points (e.g., CUDA’s threadfence or
barriers, mutexes, and semaphores) all LAB entries are
evicted. None of our benchmarks had software ordering
points, so flushes only happened at kernel boundaries.
Atomics with Ordering Requirements: Since LAB stores
partial atomic updates, it cannot be used for atomics with
ordering requirements (e.g., SC atomics) without causing
significant delays. Thus, our software requirements (Sec-
tion III-B) ensure that only commutative atomics use the
LAB. Non-commutative atomics must be performed at the
appropriate level defined by their scope. We discuss LAB’s
implications on GPU coherence and consistency further in
Section III-C.
Serialization of Atomics: Atomic serialization occurs due
to two primary factors: atomic collisions and centralized
resources. Intra-warp atomic collisions occur when multiple
threads in a warp attempt to update the same memory location
concurrently, while inter-warp and inter-TB atomic collisions
occur when multiple threads from different warps (or different
TBs) attempt to update the same address concurrently.
When this happens, one request must be issued before the
other. Atomic serialization can also occur at a centralized
destination such as the L2 cache. Since device-scoped atomics
are performed at the L2 (which is ≈6X more expensive than
GPU L1 accesses, Section IV), this serialization can be very
expensive, especially when combined with L2 queuing delay
and potentially backpressure from interconnect stalls. Since
LAB performs all commutative, device-scope atomics locally,
LAB reduces the serialization penalty due to atomic collisions.
Moreover, LAB’s decentralized updates (one LAB per SM)
also reduces atomic serialization from centralized resources,
since only the combined requests are sent to the L2.
Identifying Atomic Function: CUDA supports multiple
types of atomics, some of which are not commutative with
each other. Thus, the LAB must track what atomic function
is being performed for each line. Since CUDA has fewer
than 16 atomic functions [72], we use 4 bits per LAB line
to identify the atomic operation. If a LAB hit occurs but the
atomic function does not match, we flush the entry.
Benefits Over Software Solutions: Since the atomic opera-
tions are commutative and are not read before all updates
complete, programmers could either use per-TB shared
memory to accumulate updates locally or use L1 data cache
with private variables. In this situation, a per-TB global
atomic performs the global memory final update. However,
for most of our applications this would require large, sparsely
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Figure 3. Example LAB access sequence with reuse.

accessed shared memory allocations that limit the number of
TBs per SM (discussed further in Section VI). In contrast,
LAB only holds frequently accessed atomic addresses and
their values, without requiring large allocations.

Overall, LAB effectively enables per-SM intra-warp, inter-
warp, and inter-TB reuse in the same kernel invocation. For
example, when threads in Listings 1 and 2 on the same SM
(inter- or intra-TB) access the same address atomically, they
can be reused in the LAB. Moreover, when atomic reuse
is minimal, LAB’s decentralized design still reduces the
serialization penalty (Serialization of Atomics). Although
the LAB may increase the burstiness of the atomic traffic in
the worst case, we have not observed significant increases in
queuing delay due to LAB’s coalescing benefits and because
SMs usually flush at different times (as shown in Section V).
Moreover, the atomics sent to the L2 by the LAB will be
performed off the critical path, except at kernel boundaries
where the LAB is flushed in parallel with the caches, since
instructions complete upon reaching the LAB. This lessens
observed impact of burstiness (Figure 9).

Figure 3 shows two LAB operations from the same SM:
1) An atomicAdd(X, 2) (Figure 3a) is issued.
2) We use the tag to index into the LAB and check if it

hits. Since this is the first access to X on this SM, it
misses.

3) Next, we allocate an LAB entry and update the value
of the entry to the value of the first update (here, 2).

4) Another atomic is issued to the same address, atomi-
cAdd(X, 5) (Figure 3b).

5) We use the tag to index into the LAB; this access hits
and updates the partial value at the LAB index (here,
7).

6) Later, when the LAB evicts the entry (Figure 3c), a
partial atomic update is sent to the L2 (atomicAdd(X,
7)). Since the L2 already supports atomics, LAB simply
sends its an atomic to update the global value.

B. Software Support: Distinguishing Atomic Operations

LAB relies on identifying which atomic accesses can be
buffered locally (e.g., commutative atomics). To identify
which accesses are commutative atomics, we leverage recent
work that proposed additional memory orderings: SC-for-
Data Race Free Relaxed (or SC-for-DRFrlx) introduced a
new memory ordering, memory_order_comm, to identify

commutative accesses [94]. However, since we do not need
the additional complexity for other, non-commutative relaxed
atomics that SC-for-DRFrlx proposes, we use a SC-for-HRF
consistency model with the additional commutative memory
ordering. Programmers or compilers can instrument software
to use this new memory ordering to indicate commutative
atomics to the hardware, analogous to how C, C++, HSA,
and OpenCL specify other memory orderings [10], [43], [60].
For example, Listing 1 and 2, show how the programmer
would label the atomicAdd’s as commutative atomics. Non-
commutative atomics bypass LAB.

C. Impact on Consistency and Coherence

The key ideas that allow the LAB to batch atomic updates
without affecting consistency and coherence guarantees are:
Commutativity: The order of commutative Read-Modify-
Write updates to a shared variable can be arbitrary without
affecting correctness. Since these updates race, they must
use atomics to conform to the SC-for-HRF consistency
model (Section II-A). However, since reordering updates still
produces correct results, programs often use relaxed atomics
for the updates [94]. Thus, caching relaxed commutative
atomics in the LAB should not affect the final results. By
perturbing the order of atomics, LAB may cause small
rounding errors for floating point commutative atomics,
but this is already a problem on real GPUs, where the
atomic order is not deterministic [16], [17], [22]. Although
we only observed minor impacts on the final results, if
complete determinism is desired we could adopt DAB [16]
or Reproducible FP [22] at the cost of additional area.
Interaction with Data Accesses: Like C++ [10], HSA [43],
and OpenCL [52], by default we assume that atomically
updated shared variables are always accessed atomically.
Thus, if a program uses properly labeled and synchronized
commutative atomics, there will never be data accesses to
the same variable and SC results are guaranteed (which
also ensures that the program does not view the updated
values until all updates have completed) [94]. As a result,
data accesses and non-commutative atomics do not need to
check the LAB, since the commutative atomics do not order
other accesses and all accesses to a commutative address
are atomic. However, although CUDA is moving towards
similar requirements [73], currently it allows a variable to be
accessed by both atomic and data accesses in the same kernel.
If this happens for accesses using memory_order_comm,
a commutative race may occur [94] and, like other DRF-
based consistency models, threads may access a stale value
and SC results are not guaranteed (e.g., since data accesses
do not check the LAB). However, if the data accesses occur
in separate kernels, since the LAB is flushed at the end
of each kernel, the data accesses will see any previously
buffered LAB updates.
Coherence: As discussed in Section II-A, GPU coherence
relies on data-race-freedom and software invalidations to



GPU Feature Configuration (Size, Access Latency)
SMs 80

# Registers / SM 64 KB
LI Instruction Cache / SM 128 KB

LI Data Cache / SM 32 KB (max 128 KB), 28 cycles
L2 Cache 4.6 MB, 148 cycles

MSHR 256 (L1) and 192 (L2) Entries
Shared Memory Size / SM 96 KB (max 128 KB), 19 cycles

Memory 16 GB HBM2, 248 cycles

Table I
SIMULATED BASELINE GPU PARAMETERS

Operation Energy (pJ)
Non-Memory Operation 3.7

L1D (32 KB) Read/Write 1.4097, 1.7044
L1I (132 KB) Read/Write 5.6387, 6.8177
L2 (4.6 MB) Read/Write 193.59, 234.0675
LAB (Size 8) Read/Write 0.0881, 0.1065

LAB (Size 16) Read/Write 0.1762, 0.2131
LAB (Size 64) Read/Write 0.3524, 0.4261
LAB (Size 128) Read/Write 0.7048, 0.8522
LAB (Size 256) Read/Write 1.4097, 1.7044
LAB (Size Inf) Read/Write 45.1097, 54.5417

NOC 254
Main Memory 501

Table II
PER-ACCESS ENERGIES USED [19], [37], [76].

ensure that there is no stale data in the local caches. Adding
the LAB does not impact the GPU coherence protocol, since it
only aggregates updates for commutative, atomically accessed
global addresses. Accordingly, LAB does not require any
changes to the existing coherence protocol and additional
fences are not required because the commutative updates do
not need to be ordered with one another.

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Simulation Environment & Parameters

To evaluate LAB’s impact, we added LAB to GPGPU-Sim
v4.0 [8], [50], [62], [63], [81], which has been shown in
previous work to provide high accuracy for modern NVIDIA
GPUs, including when running ML workloads [50], [62],
[63]. Table I summarizes the key system parameters, which
is based on a NVIDIA Titan V GPU [74]. Additionally, we
assume support for performing atomics at the LAB. We use
CUDA 8 and cuDNN v7.1.3 for the ML training benchmarks,
because these are the latest versions of CUDA and cuDNN
that embed the PTX in the libraries – which is necessary to
run cuDNN in GPGPU-Sim [63]. For all other benchmarks
(Table III), we use CUDA 11.2. Although GPGPU-Sim has
an integrated energy model [61], it has not been validated for
post-Fermi architectures and is not representative for modern
GPUs.4 Thus, we use a per-access energy model (Table II)
based on recent work [19], [37], [76]. To label commutative
atomics (Section III-B), like prior work [94] we use software
flags to find and simulate these accesses.

4Accel-Wattch now provides a validated GPU energy model for modern
GPUs, but was not available until after this work was submitted [47].

B. Configurations
Since the LAB is physically located in the unified local

SRAM, configuring part of the SRAM to be LAB reduces
the size of the L1 data cache or shared memory. Hence, we
examine varying the size of the L1 data cache and shared
memory. Overall, we use the following configurations:
Baseline: The baseline GPU configuration without an LAB,
with a 32 KB L1 data cache and 96 KB shared memory, and
which performs all device-scoped atomics at the shared L2.
Cache-8KB: Models the Baseline configuration with 8 KB
less cache, which is representative of a 64-entry LAB.
Cache+8KB: Baseline configuration with 8 KB more cache
instead of using LAB.
Cache*2: Like Cache+8KB, except doubles the cache size.
hLRC: hLRC [4] obtains ownership for atomics, enabling
it to cache them locally. Since hLRC has not been publicly
released, we implemented and validated it in GPGPU-Sim.
PHI: PHI [68] buffers atomics in write allocate L1 caches
(fetch on write); we implemented and extended PHI for GPUs
(only cache lines with commutative atomics are buffered
updates). We also extended PHI to use a lazy fetch on
read scheme, which has a 6% difference but did not affect
the takeaways. Although PHI was designed for MESI-like
CPU coherence, we optimistically ignore invalidation and
downgrade overheads – otherwise PHI is worse.
LAB i: We vary LAB’s size to examine its sensitivity: LAB
i represents i LAB entries per SM: 8, 16, 32, 64, 256, and
Infinite. Each statically reconfigures the cache, shared mem-
ory, and LAB proportions based on LAB size before kernel
launch, similar to CUDA’s existing cache/shared memory
flag. Although some configurations require significant SRAM,
we include them to examine larger LAB performance. For
context, a 64-entry LAB uses approximately 8 KB of local
SRAM. For all LABs except infinite, we take space from
the cache since the applications were less sensitive to cache
size and changing shared memory size affected utilization.

We also increased shared memory size per SM, but it
had no effect (discussed further in Section VI). Moreover,
although weights currently do not use shared memory,
cuDNN uses shared memory for other arrays (from inspecting
disassembled binaries [99]). However, since TBs per SM is
limited by register file size [79], increasing shared memory
per SM did not increase the TBs per SM. Since cuDNN is
closed source, we tried modifying cuTLASS [48]. However,
cuTLASS lacked the corresponding kernels. Finally, to isolate
LAB’s serialization and coalescing benefits, we implemented
a LAB variant that performs atomics locally but does not
store data in the LAB, preventing reuse and separating the
coalescing and serialization benefits. Since it is difficult
to isolate serialization from reducing backpressure and
interconnect stalls, this provides a minimum bound on
LAB’s serialization reductions. We also isolated the burstiness
overheads by turning off the end-of-kernel LAB flushes and
measuring its impact.



Benchmark Input
Microbenchmarks

Histogram [67] (H) 256K (30720x17280 pixels)
Histogram Shared [67] (HS) 256K (30720x17280 pixels)
Backward Conv [25] (BWC) NCHW = 128,3,256,256

Graph Analytics (’ ’ denotes different utilization levels)
BC[ 100, 75, 50, 25] [14] CT, NH,

VT, AK [23]
CCA[ 100, 75, 50, 25] [88] amazon, olesnik0,

wing, emailEnron [88]
CC [88], [100] flower.txt [88]
CLR [88], MIS [88], or2010, nd2010,

nv2010, nh2010 [7]PR [14], SSSP [88] [ 100, 75, 50, 25]
ML Training

AlexNet [25] (AN) NCHW = 16,3,227,227
VGG-19 [25] (VGG) NCHW = 16,3,112,112
SqueezeNet [25] (SN) NCHW = 16,3,224,224
Tiny YOLO [83] (TY) NCHW = 16,3,416,416
ResNet [39] (RN) NCHW = 16,3,256,256

GPGPU
Backprop [12] 64K
B+Tree [12] mil.txt
BFS [12] graph1MW 6.txt
DWT2D [12] 1Kx1K
gaussian [12] 1Kx1K
Heartwall [12] test.avi
Hotspot [12] 512x512
huffman [12] 1024
HybridSort [12] 218

KMeans [12] kdd cup
LavaMD [12] boxes1D
Leukocyte [12] testfile.avi
LUD [12] 512
MummerGPU [12] NC 003997
Myocyte [12] 100
NN [12] lat 30, long 90
NW [12] 8Kx8K
Pathfinder [12] 1Mx100x20
ParticleFilter [12] 128x128, 4K particles
SRAD [12] 2Kx2K
Streamcluster [12] 8K

Table III
BENCHMARKS AND INPUTS.

C. Benchmarks

Table III summarizes the workloads we use. To study per-
formance for GPGPU applications, we analyze Rodinia [12],
[13] with inputs sized to fully utilize the GPU.5 We analyze
two histogram [67] variants each with 256 bins: an ideal
use case for LAB where most accesses are device-scoped
atomics, similar to Listing 1, and another that uses shared
memory to bin updates locally before sending a single atomic
update per bin to global memory [94]. We also use popular
graph analytics and ML training workloads: BC, CCA, CC,
CLR, MIS, SSSP, PR, AlexNet, VGG-19, SqueezeNet, Tiny
YOLO, and ResNet. We selected these benchmarks because
they cover a wide variety of use cases, and have been shown
to be high performance in prior work [88], [96]. As discussed
in Section VI, the larger benchmarks are unable use similar
software optimizations to the histograms. Since the graph
analytics algorithms are input dependent, we focus on input

5We do not use CFD because it has issues with GPGPU-Sim 4.0 [49].

graphs that fully utilize the GPU. However, we also studied
three other utilization levels for all graph analytics algorithms
except CC to study how performance is impacted.6 For all
DNNs we extend DNNMark [25] to model the networks and
run them for one iteration since CNN iterations have similar
behavior [109], [112]. Moreover, to study the training kernels
that use atomics in isolation, we also run micro-benchmarks
such as BWC and ResNet (1 Layer).

V. RESULTS

Figures 4-7 show the performance improvement, intercon-
nect traffic reduction, miss rate, and energy consumption,
respectively, for all micro-benchmarks and benchmarks,
across the configurations described in Section IV. We divide
energy into multiple components based on source: ALU,
shared memory, L1, L2, interconnect, LAB, and main
memory. Broadly, the smaller and larger cache configurations
show no appreciable change in performance due to the mostly
streaming, read only nature of the application’s data loads.
Thus, we do not show the additional cache configurations
in Figure 7, as the energy impact follows a similar trend. In
comparison, LAB yields significant benefits. With LAB, an
application’s performance is closely tied to the ratio of global
atomic requests to the total number of global memory requests
(ATGR), the application’s spatial and temporal locality for
atomic transactions, and the application’s ratio of LAB size
to atomic’s working set size. Since these properties vary per
application, LAB’s benefits vary. LAB’s coalescing benefits
tap into the locality that exists within atomic transactions,
while the serialization benefits (Section III) result from
performing atomics locally at the LAB rather than at the L2.
Without LAB, overlapping, device-scoped relaxed atomics
are sent to the L2, increasing queuing delay and interconnect
buffer stalls. Coalescing these atomics in the LAB reduces
these overheads, and helps LAB rival Figure 1 (since Figure 1
profiles real GPUs, it cannot include LAB reuse). Overall,
across all non-infinite LAB sizes, on average LAB improves
performance by 28%, reduces energy by 19%, and reduces
interconnect traffic by 19%, while also improving on state-
of-the-art techniques like PHI and hLRC.

A. Microbenchmarks

Histogram vs. Histogram Shared: Histogram’s device-
scope atomics are ideal for LAB. Furthermore, the histogram
completely fits in a size 8 LAB. Thus, LAB perfectly
coalesces all partial updates from each SM, significantly
improving performance (64%), energy (82%), and intercon-
nect traffic (77%). Moreover, since the array fits in a size 8
LAB, increasing LAB size does not help. Thus, LAB can
provide significant benefits when applications have many
commutative atomics with significant reuse.

By optimizing software to perform most atomics in shared
memory, Histogram Shared significantly reduces LAB’s

6CC only had one input size.



Figure 4. Execution time for different cache configurations, LAB sizes, hLRC, and PHI, normalized to the baseline configuration without LAB from
Table I.

Figure 5. Interconnect traffic reduction for different cache configurations, LAB sizes, hLRC, and PHI, normalized to the baseline configuration without
LAB from Table I.

Figure 6. LAB miss rate for different LAB sizes and cache configurations, normalized to the baseline configuration without LAB from Table I.

Figure 7. Energy consumption normalized to the baseline without an LAB from Table I. For each application, left to right is the baseline (B), LAB-8 (8),
LAB-16 (16), LAB-32 (32), LAB-64 (64), LAB-128 (128), LAB-256 (256), LAB-Inf (In f ), hLRC (H), and PHI (P).



Figure 8. Execution time for the graph analytics workloads with different
utilization levels, averaged across LAB-8 to LAB-256, normalized to the
baseline configuration without an LAB from Table I.

Figure 9. Isolating serialization and coalescing benefits for the graph
analytics workloads. ANBF: average without bursty flush. ML workloads
not included due to space constraints.

benefits: 1% better performance, with minimal differences in
energy and interconnect traffic. These small benefits come
from coalescing updates across TBs on the same SM. Thus,
LAB may provide small benefits if significant software
optimizations are possible. However, in applications where
data cannot fit in the shared memory, such optimizations are
less practical, as discussed in Section VI.
BWC: BWC has a high ATGR ratio because it is composed
of atomic-heavy kernels for a single backward pass through
a convolution layer. Thus, LAB significantly improves BWC:
on average performance improves 28% (max 43%), energy
is reduced by 14% (max 22%), and interconnect traffic is
reduced by 25% (max 65%). Even with smaller LAB sizes
(e.g., LAB 64), BWC obtains significant improvements from
reduction in serialization penalty (discussed in further detail
in Section V-C). Moreover, BWC uses a larger batch size,
which demonstrates that LAB’s gains improve as batch size
and the number of device-scoped atomics increase.
ResNet: For ResNet (RN) we study the atomic-heavy kernels
since they form major parts of training. On average LAB
improves performance by 31%, reduces network traffic by
6%, and reduces energy by 8%. RN’s benefits are larger than
the full networks (discussed next) because RN only runs
the kernels with atomics. However, since these kernels form
70-80% of training time, we expect end-to-end RN would
show similar trends. RN’s kernels are largely streaming,

and only exhibit temporal reuse after a specific number of
accesses (256-512) to unique addresses. This pattern repeats
N times, where N depends on layer parameters. Thus, for
LAB sizes < 256, LAB’s benefits come solely from reducing
the serialization penalty. Size 256 and larger LABs also
benefit from coalescing; for LAB-Inf, 13% of LAB’s benefits
are from coalescing and 29% from reduced serialization costs.

B. Graph Analytics Workloads
GPU Utilization Study: Figure 8 shows how the graph
analytics algorithms perform for different input graphs that
utilize 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the GPU, respectively,
averaged across LAB sizes 8-256. As utilization increased,
the graphs provide additional reuse opportunities, but also
increased contention that may increase LAB misses. For
benchmarks with High ATGR, the connectivity of the graphs
played impacts performance improvement. For example, in
PR 75 24% of all nodes are strongly connected, while
PR 50’s graph has less connectivity: only 5% of the nodes
are strongly connected. As a result, LAB provides more reuse
for PR 75 than PR 50, and further improves performance.
For CCA, both CCA 75 and CCA 100 have a few very
strongly connected nodes. Thus, LAB captures most of
the reuse even for smaller LAB sizes and enables them
to outperform CCA 25 and CCA 50. However, CCA 75
slightly outperforms CCA 100 because it has less contention.
The lower utilization graphs also outperform by the higher
utilization graphs in a few other cases. For BC and SSSP,
which generally have low locality, the majority of LAB’s ben-
efits come from reducing the serialization benefit. As a result,
performance is similar for all utilization levels. However, for
benchmarks with Moderate ATGR such as CLR and MIS,
higher utilization levels consistently increase performance
slightly. This happens because the larger working sets in
the higher utilization graphs of CLR and MIS dominate
compared to the additional reuse they offer. Nevertheless,
since these differences are small and the overall performance
gains are similar for all four utilization levels, we focus on
the full (100%) utilization graphs in the remaining analysis.
High Locality & ATGR: As shown in Figure 1, PR
(0.72) and CCA (0.84) have high ATGRs ratio and many
commutative atomics. For CCA, a small subset of vertices are
very strongly connected. Thus, even a small LAB significantly
improves performance: across all LAB sizes, PR improves
performance up to 74% (42% on average) and CCA up
to 95% (92% on average), with similar improvements in
energy consumption, interconnection traffic, and miss rate.
As LAB size increases, LAB buffers more atomics locally,
but also reduces L1 cache space. However we observed that
for both CCA and PR (especially CCA) the average reuse
distance often decreases for increasingly strongly connected
nodes: CCA and PR’s average reuse distance decreases by
96% for the most strongly connected nodes). Moreover,
larger LAB sizes are tolerant to higher reuse distances and



hence capture more reuse and further improve performance.
Reducing the cache size has less effect because the load
locality is relatively lower. The interconnect traffic reduction
follows similar trends: a maximum reduction of 89% for
LAB-Inf for PR and 88% for CCA. Finally, the overall
energy trends are directly proportional to interconnect traffic
since device-scoped atomics dominate: on average, energy is
reduced by 16% (max 79%) for PR and by 48% for CCA.

LAB also improves CCA’s and PR’s performance by
decreasing serialization cost. As shown in Figure 9, since
small LABs (min results) have fewer coalescing opportunities,
the serialization cost reduction provides 15% of PR’s benefits.
However, as LAB size increases (average and max results),
coalescing opportunities increase and progressively make up
a larger percentage of PR’s and CCA’s improvements.
Low ATGR & Locality: BC’s (0.05) and SSSP’s (0.19)
ATGRs are significantly lower than CCA and PR. However,
as also observed in prior work [26], these atomic accesses
cause bottlenecks in BC and SSSP due to serialization. As a
result, across all LAB sizes on average performance improves
by 30% for BC and 21% for SSSP. Nevertheless, since there
are few atomics, even with an infinite LAB, energy and
network traffic gains are small (e.g., 3% less network traffic
for BC with up to 1% less energy). Interestingly, although BC
and SSSP have less locality than CCA and PR, their average
reuse distance is 82% lower than PR and CCA for weakly
connected nodes. Consequently, all LAB sizes capture similar
amounts of reuse, resulting in smaller differences in miss
rate until the data completely fits in the LAB (LAB-Inf).
Since BC and SSSP have fewer coalescing opportunities,
unsurprisingly the vast majority of LAB’s benefits come
from reducing serialization latency (Figure 9).
Moderate ATGR & Locality: CC, CLR, and MIS have
fewer device-scope atomics than CCA and PR but more than
BC and SSSP. Although CC, CLR, and MIS have similar
ATGR and locality, they have different access patterns. Some
of CC’s kernels are streaming with little or no reuse; in
these kernels most of LAB’s benefits come from reducing
serialization costs. Nevertheless, most of CC’s kernels have
moderate to good reuse; in these kernels LAB provides
more benefits from coalescing. Like BC and SSSP, the
kernels in CC that have at least moderate reuse have small
average reuse distances, enabling even small LABs to provide
good performance. CLR (ATGR: 0.24) initially performs
device-scoped atomics on many cache lines, then reduces the
working set as the application proceeds. Thus, all LAB sizes
perform similarly once working set decreases. Furthermore,
when the working set is large, larger LABs reduce more
atomic traffic, but the reduced cache size also increases cache
misses. However, again LAB’s benefits outweigh the reduced
cache locality, although the reduce cache hits reduce the
performance difference between the LABs. Somewhat similar
to CLR, MIS (ATGR: 0.43) has a large device-scoped atomic
working set. Thus, a larger LAB is needed to capture the

possible reuse. Accordingly, reducing serialization provides
most (69%) of the benefit for small LABs, but a smaller
portion (47%) for larger LABs. Moreover, the burstiness of
the flushing the LAB is small (Figure 9): 0.5% (BC) - 5%
(MIS) on average, and outweighed by LAB’s overall gains.
Overall, on average performance increases by 37% for CC,
14% for CLR, and 16% for MIS.

C. ML Training Workloads

Overall, on average across all DNN workloads LAB im-
proves performance by 18%, energy by 11%, and interconnect
traffic by 19%. However, different training algorithms exhibit
different trends in terms of benefits, especially as the number
of layers, parameters, and batch sizes vary. For the ML
benchmarks LAB’s gains are larger for deeper networks and
bigger batch sizes – trends that are expected to continue in
next generation ML workloads. However, the overall gains
are sometimes limited because CNNs are largely compute
bound on modern GPUs. Nevertheless, given the significant
efforts to optimize compute for CNNs, the memory system
will become more of a bottleneck, increasing LAB’s utility.
AlexNet, Tiny YOLO: AlexNet (AN) and Tiny YOLO (TY)
have relatively low ATGRs because, like other CNNs, they
are compute bound [33]. Thus, LAB improves interconnect
traffic and performance for kernels with atomics, but the
overall gains are smaller. AN is relatively unaffected by
increasing LAB size (9% average performance improvement).
Here, reducing cache size while incrementing LAB size is
sometimes detrimental: performance declines a little when
using a larger LAB due to reduced cache locality. Although
AN and TY have a similar number of layers, TY spends more
time in kernels with device-scoped atomics (85% compared
to 74% for AN). Thus, LAB improves TY’s performance
more than AN’s. On average LAB improves performance by
10%, decreases interconnect traffic by 18%, and decreases
energy by 12% for AN and TY.

Moreover, AN’s reuse pattern is different for bwd filter
and bwd data. Bwd filter is similar to RN, where addresses
only exhibit temporal reuse after a certain number of accesses
to unique addresses. Thus, the overall reuse depends on batch
size and layer parameters. Bwd data has a lower ATGR than
bwd filter, but more temporal reuse since a small subset of
addresses are repeatedly reused. Thus, miss rate decreases
as LAB size increases: LAB 64 captures an average of 71%
of the reuse for the most heavily accessed addresses, while
LAB 16 only provides 28% of the same reuse.
VGG19, SqueezeNet: VGG19 (VGG) and SqueezeNet (SN)
are deeper networks, and VGG has a larger batch size (64).
Thus, they have more device-scoped atomics than smaller
networks like AN, and accordingly larger improvements
from LAB: for VGG performance improves up to 24%
(16% average), energy decreases up to 22% (19% average),
and interconnect traffic decreases up to 61% (29% average).
Similarly, more of SN’s bwd filter and bwd data kernels have



ATGR > 30%. As a result, SN has better average performance
improvements (13%) than AN, but smaller improvements than
VGG, which has a larger batch size and thus more device-
scoped atomics. Similar to the other DNNs, on average LAB
reduces interconnect traffic by 21% and energy by 18%.
Although VGG and SN see additional benefits from larger
LABs, due to more temporal reuse in the bwd data kernels
and to a lesser extent in bwd filter kernels, a size 16 LAB
again provides the majority of the benefits, for the same
reasons as previously described networks.
D. Comparison to hLRC

hLRC improves reuse and reduces the serialization penalty
by obtaining ownership for atomics. However, hLRC strug-
gles for large working sets and high contention because
atomics and data accesses contend for L1 cache entries.
Moreover, when multiple SMs perform atomics on the same
cache line, hLRC must forward ownership to remote L1s,
adding additional overhead. Although hLRC performed well
for smaller graphs in prior work [4], our larger graphs
have more frequent remote L1 ownership requests, larger
working sets, and higher contention. Consequently, hLRC
performs poorly for them, especially for CCA, MIS, PR,
and Histogram which have high inter-SM contention for
atomics. In Histogram and CCA this is amplified by heavy
contention across a small subset of addresses, significantly
increasing network traffic due to remote invalidations and
further hurting performance. Conversely, most ML workloads
have less contention or perform atomics in a small window,
reducing remote invalidations and enabling more reuse. Con-
sequently, hLRC provides similar performance to LAB for
ML workloads, especially for small LAB sizes. However, as
LAB size increases (e.g., 64+ entries for AN and VGG), LAB
batches more updates without evictions than hLRC. Overall
for the full sized benchmarks, compared to the baseline hLRC
reduces performance by 76% (3% performance improvement
without CCA and Histogram), energy by 72% (12% reduction
without CCA and Histogram), and network traffic by 102%
(20% reduction without CCA and Histogram). Thus, LAB
outperforms hLRC by enabling multiple SMs to update local
copies before sending out partial updates.

E. Comparison to PHI

Overall, PHI outperforms hLRC and the baseline. Al-
though, like hLRC, PHI caches atomic updates locally,
it does not suffer from remote invalidations [68]. This
helps for Histogram, PR, and CCA, which have numerous
commutative atomics that PHI buffers locally, significantly
reducing network traffic and improving its performance and
energy versus hLRC. Furthermore, avoiding expensive remote
invalidations also helps PHI outperform hLRC for some
applications with moderate or low ATGR and locality like
SSSP, CLR, and MIS. However, hLRC outperforms PHI for
CC and ML workloads. In the ML workloads hLRC has
fewer remote invalidations since SMs usually update their

own fixed set of weights. Unlike PHI, hLRC also must wait
for ownership for atomics, which reduces these workload’s
contention and stalls compared to PHI.

Although PHI provides some of LAB’s benefits, and
offers the second best performance of all configurations,
overall LAB outperforms PHI (on average 20.94% better
performance, 0.2% better on network traffic and 3% better
on energy, and , respectively, for LAB-64; 20% performance,
1.5% energy, and 0.3% network traffic for LAB-Inf). For the
histograms, AN, CCA, and SSSP, PHI provides most or all
of LAB’s benefits because their working set fits in the cache.
Moreover, PHI outperforms LAB for BC by better leveraging
BC’s limited locality across atomics, since PHI can evict
either a regular data read or an atomic when an atomic
misses, unlike LAB. However, PHI significantly increases L1
cache stalls due to increased L1 contention, which usually
occurs when PHI utilizes all the MSHRs for pending data
read misses that are evicted by interspersed atomics. Thus,
while PHI reduces network traffic for some benchmarks, like
LAB, in others it increases stalls and contention between
reads and writes. Accordingly, PHI cannot provide all of
LAB’s benefits in applications with large working sets that
cause frequent L1 cache evictions (e.g., CC, CLR, MIS, SN,
and VGG). Although these workloads sometimes evict data
loads or stores with limited locality, in other situations PHI’s
co-mingling of data and atomic accesses increases stalls
and limits atomic reuse. As a result, LAB provides more
consistent improvements than either hLRC or PHI, by both
explicitly exploiting commutativity and decoupling where
data and atomic accesses are stored.

F. Traditional GPU Workloads

In Figure 10 we evaluate the baseline’s, LAB’s, PHI’s,
and hLRC’s performance for more traditional GPGPU
workloads. We allocate LAB space only for applications
that have atomics (Huffman and HybridSort). Thus, we use
LAB-0 for all other applications in Figure 10 (adjusted
for LAB-0’s overheads, see Section V-G), and LAB-64,
which was big enough for other applications, for Huffman
and HybridSort. Since Huffman and HybridSort perform
histograms, unsurprisingly both PHI and LAB improve
performance by 24% and 26% respectively, while hLRC
again suffers from inter-SM contention. Since the other
applications do not use atomics, both LAB and hLRC perform
similar to the baseline: all were within 1.2% of the baseline.
However, PHI again increases contention between reads and
writes, hurting performance for Backprop, BFS, DWT2D,
MummerGPU, and SRAD. PHI also performs worse for NW,
NN, pathfinder and particlefilter, though the performance
degradation is smaller, either because these applications have
fewer writes or because their read locality is low enough that
writes taking up cache space does not significantly impact
performance. Conversely, PHI does better for LUD, gaussian
and b+tree, which have write locality. Overall, on average



Figure 10. GPGPU results for PHI, hLRC and LAB, normalized to baseline.

PHI is 14% worse and LAB is 0.9% better than the baseline.
This further highlights the importance of decoupling data
and atomics in GPUs, like LAB, whose reconfigurability
allows it to work well across both synchronization-heavy and
traditional streaming GPGPU workloads, unlike PHI.

G. Area

Although LAB dynamically partitions the local SRAM,
LAB does have some small overheads within the reconfigured
SRAM block. Each LAB line requires 4 additional bits (e.g.,
32 bytes in total for an LAB of size 64) to identify the
atomic operation. Additionally, LAB also adds a 2-1 mux
(Section III-A) and a 4 bit comparator to ensure the atomic
operation matches. In total, this requires 4 caches lines of
overhead in a 128 KB L1 GPU cache, and our results in
Section V-F show this has minimal impact on performance.
Alternatively, to avoid extra storage, we can exploit the fact
that the atomic values did not require all of the data bits,
and instead use 4 data bits per line for this.

VI. DISCUSSION

Software vs. Hardware: Histogram obtains significant
benefits from using shared memory to exploit commutativity.
However, as discussed in Sections II-B and IV-C, the larger
graph analytics and ML training workloads cannot use shared
memory for their vertices (graph analytics) and weights
(ML training) because GPUs must statically allocate the
entire array in shared memory – even if a given TB only
accesses a small subset of the locations. Moreover, these
large arrays exceed the maximum shared memory size per
TB. To demonstrate this effect, we increased the number of
histogram bins from 256 to 8192. Since Histogram Shared
creates partial histograms for each TB, using more bins
reduces how many TBs can run simultaneously from 8 to 3
TBs per SM, hurting performance.

In comparison, Histogram has no such limitation. Thus, it
outperforms Histogram Shared by at least 3X for 8192 bins
with LAB (not shown due to space constraints). Moreover,
as histogram bins increase, Histogram Shared eventually
cannot run even 1 TB per SM. Thus, using GPU software
optimizations like shared memory can improve performance,
but only when the working set is sufficiently small. In
comparison, LAB dynamically retains the most highly used
locations, improving reuse even for applications with large

working sets. For example, on average AlexNet’s weight array
size is 466540 bytes, which requires ∼1900 KB of storage –
whereas modern GPUs only allow up to 192 KB of shared
memory per SM. Finally, for graph analytics algorithms, the
vertex updates are not predictable at compile time and hence
it is difficult to use shared memory to improve performance.

It is also possible to virtualize and manage shared memory
allocations manually in software [6], [18], [56]. This enables
programs with large shared memory requirements to run.
However, this requires programmers to handle issues such
as evictions, significantly increasing overhead (especially
from thread divergence), and prior work has shown that such
approaches provide mixed results for CPUs [54].
Applicability to Other ML Training Algorithms: Our
results focused on CNN training algorithms (Section IV-C).
However, LAB is also applicable to other ML training
algorithms: any ML training algorithm that atomically
updates shared weights at the end of a training iteration,
which is common in data parallel training, could utilize
a similar approach. Similar to DAB [16], we attempted to
examine recurrent neural network (RNN) training. Like DAB,
we found that current versions of cuDNN do not use atomics
for weight updates in RNN training. Nevertheless, we expect
that other ML training algorithms such as Reinforcement
Learning and GANs would obtain similar benefits to CNNs.
Simplicity: Although our proposed additions are relatively
simple, LAB still provides significant benefits by intelligently
exploiting algorithmic properties. Moreover, LAB seamlessly
fits in the existing, per-SM reconfigurable SRAM, which
allows programmers to utilize the LAB only when it is useful
(unlike prior approaches). Prior approaches (Section VII)
provide some of the same benefits as LAB, but often
require more invasive coherence protocol or consistency
model changes [4], [9], [93], [107] or suffer from cache
contention [2], [68]. Thus, LAB’s simplicity is a strength
and demonstrates how the additional complexity of prior
approaches is unnecessary, while also improving efficiency
over the state-of-the-art (Section V).

VII. RELATED WORK

Table IV compares LAB to prior work.
Remote Memory Operations [34], [55], [89], [104]: RMOs
send and perform update operations to a fixed memory
location or memory controller, and have been used in Cray
T3E, NYU Ultra, SGI Origin, and NVIDIA’s Fermi GPUs.
RMOs avoid contention for cache lines since updates are sent
to a fixed, shared memory location. However, this approach
increases memory traffic, which hurts performance, and
sometimes require programmers to explicitly allocate shared
memory locations. In comparison, LAB buffers commutative
atomics locally and does not increase network traffic.
Coherence Protocol or Consistency Model Changes [4],
[5], [9], [30], [93], [107]: Other work exploited commutativity
by extending or modifying the coherence protocol or memory



Feature hLRC [4] DeNovo [93] COUP [107] PHI [68] RMOs [34], [89] TS [85], [98] LAB
No coherence protocol change X X X X X X X
No memory consistency model change X X X X X X X
Low degree of atomic L2 traffic X X X X X X X
Reduces atomic serialization penalty X X X X X X X
No overhead for remote invalidations
or ownership requests X X X X X X X

Decouple data & atomic accesses X X X X X X X
Applied to GPUs X X X X X X X

Table IV
COMPARING LAB TO PRIOR WORK.

consistency model. Sinclair, et al. extended DeNovo to CPU-
GPU systems and showed how obtaining ownership for
written data reduced global memory traffic for atomics [5],
[93], [94]. Subsequently, hLRC extended DeNovo to only
obtain ownership for atomics [4]. Coup [107] and CCache [9]
apply similar concepts to CPU coherence protocols and
software. Although these approaches provide some of
LAB’s features, LAB outperforms hLRC (Section V-D),
and they significantly change the coherence protocol or
consistency model. Moreover, GPU coherence protocols
differ significantly from CPU coherence protocols [40],
[41], [95], which makes adopting CPU coherence-based
techniques like Coup or CCache on GPUs difficult. Similarly,
AtomicCoherence makes caching GPU atomics in the L1
easier, but requires coherence and interconnect changes [30].
Finally, GPU timestamp (TS)-based protocols [85], [95],
[98] improve efficiency, especially for streaming GPGPU
workloads. However, these protocols are write-through or
write-no-allocate for stores (and atomics) and block further
accesses to the addresses that are written through to the L2,
limiting intra- and inter-TB reuse opportunities.
Add Buffers to Caches: AIM uses special instructions to
perform aggregation for commutative updates throughout the
memory hierarchy [2]. However, similar to hLRC, AIM
uses coherence to transfer aggregation updates between
remote caches. For workloads with large working sets and
high contention, this will hurt performance as discussed
in Section V-D. PHI [68] improves commutative access
performance without changing the coherence or consistency
by buffering and coalescing updates in the cache. As shown
in Section V-E, LAB outperforms PHI, since the buffered
and data lines are not partitioned, contention from other
GPU memory accesses can evict buffered lines prematurely
and increase stalls, reducing coalescing and increasing in
global memory traffic. In comparison, since LAB utilizes a
separate space it is unaffected by data accesses, and thus
increases reuse. Additionally, PHI requires both a buffered
update bit and bits to identify the atomic operation for the
entire cache, whereas the LAB only needs atomic operation
bits (Section V-G).
Avoiding Collisions [26]: Egielski, et al. reduced GPU
atomic collisions with software optimizations to coalesce
atomics [26]. Although this reduces serialization, LAB targets
an orthogonal problem: performing atomics locally to reduce
serialization. Moreover, their approach could further improve

LAB’s performance by increasing hits.
ML Training: Prior work also optimized ML training.
However, unlike our work, most of this work optimizes
the width or number of memory accesses [44], [101], [113],
utilizing compression [86], optimizing synchronization in
distributed training [108], or rewriting code to keep memory
accesses in the register file or shared memory [24], [51], [71],
[111]. In comparison, we focus on a different bottleneck
– fine-grained synchronization. Moreover, these works are
complementary because applying them removes other sources
of inefficiency and makes fine-grained synchronization even
more important. Prior work also converted fine-grained
synchronization into data accesses [21], [70]. This removes
atomics, but potentially increases convergence time. In
comparison, we make device-scoped atomic accesses cheaper
without increasing iterations.

VIII. CONCLUSION

As GPGPU applications increasingly use fine-grained
synchronization, improving device-scoped atomics support
is imperative. We exploit the insight that atomic accesses
in graph analytics and ML training are commutative, and
utilize recent work to identify commutative atomics. Next,
we introduce a small, per-SM buffer (LAB) that combines
commutative atomics and utilizes reconfigurability to avoid
hurting applications that do not use commutative atomics.
LAB improves locality for commutative atomics, reduces
serialization costs, and reduces execution time, energy
consumption, and on-chip memory traffic compared to state-
of-the-art solutions.
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